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Abstract - With the rapid development of online group-purchasing in China, thousands of group-purchasing websites have established in recent years. It brings huge convenience for people’s daily life. However, the emerging issues and problems that the ratio of closed group-purchasing website to the opening is high, the number of the disputes relevant to group-purchasing is increasing, and the privacy of consumers is difficult to protect for, hinder the development of online group-purchasing. The unclear marketing model, the indifference to internet security, the blocked channels of remedies for breach of contract, and the imperfect supervising and management system, may be the reasons behind that. In order to develop and improve the online group-purchasing, the confidence of customers to online group-purchasing should be fostered, the marketing model of online group-purchasing should be innovated, the laws and regulations related to online group-purchasing should be perfected, and the security technologies about online group-purchasing should be improved.
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1. Currents and issues of online group-purchasing in China

1.1 Development of online group-purchasing in China

Online group-purchasing is a new marketing model by which consumers who desire to buy the same merchandises can join together and negotiate with sellers for big discounts through group-purchasing websites or platforms. This new model originated from the Woot, Texas, USA. And it is not well-known until Andrew D. Mason built the group-purchasing website “Groupon”. Groupon recommends only one discounted product every day and each person is limited to purchase only once a day whose revenue comes from the commissions from the sellers according to the trade volume. The win-win mode that the customers get the better price, the merchants the quick turnovers with small profits, the group-purchasing website a certain number of commissions by gathering the scattered customers whose purchase intention are same or similar to buy large quantities of products via internet, is very popular with customers and merchants in China.

With the effect of online group-purchasing brought by Groupon to China, the first group-purchasing website was set up in 2010, and then thousands of different kinds of group-purchasing website emerged. And now the online group-purchasing is involved in industries related to food, clothing, shelter etc, as the scale of group-purchasing is growing bigger and bigger in recent years. According to “report about marketing monitoring data of online group-purchasing, 2013(the first half) ”, a joint publication of China research center of e-commerce, Lingtuan and China credibility alliance of group-purchasing website, it shows that up to the end of June,2013, the total number of group purchase websites has reached 62188 in China, among which there are 1548 websites which are still operating, and the trade volume of group-purchasing market has reached 23.989 billion YUAN in the first half of 2013.

There are three modes in group-purchasing: online group purchasing organized spontaneously by consumers; online group purchasing organized actively by suppliers; online group purchasing from the third party websites. And there are mainly two kinds of group-purchasing websites in China, the independent websites, like Lashou, Meituan, Wowotuan, Manzuowang, and platforms provided by other websites, like self-build platforms by B2C websites such as Taobao’s Juhuasuan, Jindong’s group-buying platform, and self-build platforms by classified website, like 58’s group-buying platform.

1.2 The issues and problems of online group-purchasing in China

Try Online group-purchasing brings huge convenience for people’s daily life, but the new issues and problems which hinder its development are emerging. Firstly, the ratio of closed group-purchasing website to the opening is high. It is easy to build a website of online group-purchasing, just by renting a computer sever and preparing little money. However, almost all the group-purchasing websites in China have the same or similar marketing model. They sprang up and competed for the limited market resources. With the consumers tend to be more rational, the trade volume by online group-purchasing websites presents downward trend. Lots of these websites made negative growth and eventually bankrupted and have to be closed. In order to occupy the market, the new group-purchasing websites have to operate at a loss to attract customers, which seriously affected the development of the online group-purchasing. Analysts pointed out that the gross margin of group-purchasing is around 10% to the sales amount, but the operation cost such as advertisement, employment, etc., is up to 40%, which unable to make ends meet. These conditions made the profit of group-purchasing websites declining, and eventually led to the closing of capital injection gates from investors. Data showed that the number of group-purchasing websites is 3909 at the end of December 2011, and 5188 at the time when the websites up to the highest record in history. Data also showed that the number of group-purchasing websites born is up to 6177 and websites closed is up to 3482 at the end of 2012.
and the ratio of closure to birth has reached 56%; that at the end of June 2013, the number of group-purchasing websites born is up to 6218 and websites closed is up to 4670 with the ratio of closure to birth up to 75%.

Secondly, disputes relevant to group-purchasing occur constantly. With the blossom of online group-purchasing, disputes among the three sides arise endlessly, including the sellers and customers accusing the websites as well as contract disputes between the websites and the sellers. In 2011, Fan Hailiang, CEO of a famous essential oil producer OLDLAND, decided to take an action against 24quan.com for continuing to carry out the contract and pay the loan default after the failure of negotiations. In 2012, JingDong, the well-known shopping website, provided a group-purchasing item “1 YUAN Spring Outing” on its website. However, after more than 1700 consumers had bought this product, JingDong imposed a forced refund on the customers with an excuse that the group-purchasing information of webpage was a test page. This behavior aroused the anger of the consumer. Five consumers from Shanghai bring a lawsuit to Jinshan district people's court to require Jingdong to fulfill commitments, apology and compensation for losses. Other consumers also organized and paid close attention to the progress of the proceedings through QQ or other forms of communication, which turned the group-purchasing action into group-lawsuit action. In 2011, 12,003 consumers bought coupons of ice cream DQ from group-purchasing website Meituan. Then DQ made a statement that they never cooperate on group-purchasing with any third party. This forced Meituan to give notice on its website and present their cooperation contract and prepaid certificate of the bank transfer. The CEO of Meituan alleged that they would resolve the disputes through legal channels.

Thirdly, personal information disclosure issues are serious and prominent. After buying products on the group-buying site, consumers are always required to input lots of personal information, such as phone number, home address, bank card number, etc. If the website can’t protect consumers’ personal information, it will result in disclosure of personal privacy, which may bring unnecessary trouble and loss to consumers. For example, in August 2013, thousands of personal information from websites and security incidents of online group-purchasing actions were reported. This forced refund on the customers with an excuse that the group-purchasing information of webpage was a test page. This behavior aroused the anger of the consumer. Five consumers from Shanghai bring a lawsuit to Jinshan district people's court to require Jingdong to fulfill commitments, apology and compensation for losses. Other consumers also organized and paid close attention to the progress of the proceedings through QQ or other forms of communication, which turned the group-purchasing action into group-lawsuit action. In 2011, 12,003 consumers bought coupons of ice cream DQ from group-purchasing website Meituan. Then DQ made a statement that they never cooperate on group-purchasing with any third party. This forced Meituan to give notice on its website and present their cooperation contract and prepaid certificate of the bank transfer. The CEO of Meituan alleged that they would resolve the disputes through legal channels.

The group-purchasing website has appeared over three years, turning the business model from attracting customer with advertisement and subsidy regardless of the cost to a more rational one. The main revenue of group-purchasing website at present comes from the commission from seller or bonus deducted a percentage from the sales volume. The classification of all group-purchasing websites is mainly limited to food, travelling, parent-child, shopping, and entertainment. Consumers can search information only through that classification and region classification. Moreover, the merchandise for group-purchasing is mainly restricted to food. By website’s providing food packages and vouchers, Consumers can get price benefit. Because the industries of sellers the websites gathered are similar, and products provided are same and similar, the competitive advantages lost between websites. The tendency of unclear business model and the serious homogenization causes not only waste of network resources, but also cause reduction of consumers’ interest, which directly result in the decline of sales volume. In the shopping process, group-purchasing websites receive consumers’ fees in advance and provide every consumer a password as credential in consumption. When the merchants received and used the password, the websites will actually accept the fees and transfer the money left after deducting the commissions to merchants. But many dishonest businessmen usually imply to consumers that they can enjoy the same or more benefit without group-purchasing for the purpose to avoid paying the commission to group-purchasing website. The behavior that the merchants make use of the group-purchasing website as an advertisement tool shows that the business and revenue model should be improved.

2. Analysis on the issues and problems of online group-purchasing

The group-purchasing, as a new kind of network consumption patterns, occupies a huge market but accompanies with issues and problems of failures, insecurities, etc. these issues and problems is closely related to the unclear marketing model, the indifference to internet security, the blocked channels of remedies for breach of contract, and the imperfect supervising and management system.

2.1 The marketing model of group-purchasing is unclear

The group-purchasing website has appeared over three years, turning the business model from attracting customer with advertisement and subsidy regardless of the cost to a more rational one. The main revenue of group-purchasing website at present comes from the commission from seller or bonus deducted a percentage from the sales volume. The classification of all group-purchasing websites is mainly limited to food, travelling, parent-child, shopping, and entertainment. Consumers can search information only through that classification and region classification. Moreover, the merchandise for group-purchasing is mainly restricted to food. By website’s providing food packages and vouchers, Consumers can get price benefit. Because the industries of sellers the websites gathered are similar, and products provided are same and similar, the competitive advantages lost between websites. The tendency of unclear business model and the serious homogenization causes not only waste of network resources, but also cause reduction of consumers’ interest, which directly result in the decline of sales volume. In the shopping process, group-purchasing websites receive consumers’ fees in advance and provide every consumer a password as credential in consumption. When the merchants received and used the password, the websites will actually accept the fees and transfer the money left after deducting the commissions to merchants. But many dishonest businessmen usually imply to consumers that they can enjoy the same or more benefit without group-purchasing for the purpose to avoid paying the commission to group-purchasing website. The behavior that the merchants make use of the group-purchasing website as an advertisement tool shows that the business and revenue model should be improved.

2.2 The security of the group-purchasing websites is neglected

The continuous leakage of consumers’ personal information from websites and security incidents of online transactions may result from the ideologically indifference to the network security and technical protection for the website. There are two key causes as follows.

On the one hand, it is difficult to balance the payment security and efficiency. There are four basic steps to finish the online group-purchasing. That is, selecting items and
submitting orders; choosing payment method to complete the payment; receiving Group Shopping code and password; accepting group-purchasing products or enjoying services from merchants. The security risks behind the four steps lay in the payment process and the process between consumers’ successful payment and actual consumption. The higher the security levels the lower efficiency of shopping process. Therefore, the fast-convenience payment becomes the first choice for many consumers. However, high security risk exists in this payment method. According to the features of the fast-convenience payment, the third party payment companies have the right to manage the payment process. That’s to say, money can be directly transferred from the bank accounts of consumers without the passwords of the bank accounts. So the transaction will not be protected by bank. In addition, with the increase of mobile payment users, the ability of security protection has not kept up with its development. Security vulnerabilities of the smart phone is higher than the traditional PC, thus, the fast-convenience payment by mobile phone has more security threats. Finally, there is a time span between consumers’ successful payment and the actual consumption when group-purchasing. If the purchasing information are leaked, and the products or services the consumer purchased are consumed by others during this time span, it is not easy for him to present evidences in his favor and recover actual damages.

On the other hand, the disclosure of consumers’ privacy affects their confidence in group-purchasing. In February 2012, it was found that the popular domestic group shopping program "most countrified group shopping program" has SQL injection vulnerabilities in some of its versions, which could lead to a large number of group-purchasing websites’ databases being attacked by hackers and even lead to consumption credentials being disclosed. The "most countrified group shopping program" is a free, open source platform for group-purchasing system, covering more than thousand domestic group-purchasing websites, including many well-known large ones. Some security specialist indicated that by using the vulnerabilities of the "most countrified group shopping program", hackers can tamper with the group-purchasing activities, commodity prices, orders, refund, shipping records and other important data, and attacking databases to steal users’ registered email address and password. The vulnerabilities bring latent dangers to the users’ information security. The threat of personal privacy disclosure damages the consumer confidence, which resulted in the declining reputation and reliability of the website, and disturbance to website operation.

2.3 Remedy channels for breach of contract are impeded

With the rising disputes on group-purchasing, there are more and more breaches of contracts. Some consumers complained their unequal treatment and merchants’ poor service attitude to customers in group-purchasing consumption: many consumers admitted that they had encountered consumption trap and had to pay a lot hidden charges after group-purchasing consumption; some consumers found the goods received from group-purchasing often with wrong version, out of date or adulterated. How to safeguard their own legal rights and implement rights of relief and which department they can complain to after disputes occurred become difficult problems to consumers.

The first reason may be the unclear legal relationships among subjects of online group-purchasing. Three legal subjects involves in the transaction: seller, consumers and website. In the consumption process, consumers and seller form the sales contract relationship. But as a middleman, the group-purchasing website acts as a broker or an intermediate is not clear. The existing laws and rules have not directly show whether the legal action forms the brokerage contract or intermediation contract, which liability the website may take among the joint liability, share liability, complementary liability and others, what’s the condition of the establishment and validity of the online contract, etc. If legal disputes occur between consumers and businesses, and businesses have closed or do not exist in real world, consumers can only seek to recover from group-purchasing website to protect their legal rights. But in the “Law on Protection of the Rights and Interests of Consumers” and "contract law" and other relevant laws, there is no direct regulation about online group-purchasing. And this would produce certain obstacles for consumers to obtain the right remedy, and inhibit the development of online group-purchasing objectively.

The second reason may be the difficulties to preserve the digital evidence. After finishing the online group shopping, consumers do usually not preserve the orders, web promotions and other relevant information except the bank’s transaction records and SMS sent by group-purchasing websites. The data are entirely in the hands of the websites. Once dispute occurs, the consumers will be at a disadvantage status that they are difficult to fix the digital evidences from the website. In addition, all the evidences in online group-purchasing are digital, the evidences itself are difficult to save and present for consumers.

2.4 The vulnerabilities exists in the supervising and management system of online group-purchasing

There is a close relationship among the high frequency and difficult resolution of online group-purchasing disputes and the poor supervising and management system.

First of all, the online group-purchasing lacks of specialized supervision. The main agencies of regulation on a group-purchasing website are the administrative authorities for industry and commerce. But these institutions are generally ex-post regulatory agencies according to consumers’ feedback, which is difficult to play the role of supervision beforehand. The cost of building a group-purchasing website is low that it only needs about ten thousands RMB and several managers to start up a website. Only after a period of time of operation and the disputes occurred, did some group-purchasing websites find they have not registered and filed with the departments of commercial and industrial administration or authorized
institutions. In addition to the vulnerabilities of regulation system to the websites, the supervision to the merchants is also missing. The group-purchasing websites does not examine the qualification of merchants cooperated with them in general. If the merchants in group-purchasing have no proof of qualifications or provide false proof to a website and the website does not earnestly implement examination, the consumers may suffer losses.

Second, it lacks special law to regulate the online group-purchasing. The development of the online group-purchasing is getting better and better, but the relevant legal system has not kept pace with it. The state administration for industry and commerce released “the policy on strengthening the management of online group-purchasing” in 2012. Besides this, no special laws or rules regulate online group-purchasing. Disputes or crimes can only be handled according to similar situations in the relevant civil law or criminal law. So, it’s vital to perfect the relevant laws and regulations for the improvement of online group-purchasing.

At last, the self-regulation of websites and businesses is not enough. Online group-purchasing website, when organizing businesses and consumers in group-purchasing activities, shouldn’t consider commissions as the only goal, but should take its responsibility and show its joint liability clearly to consumers. It must play an important role on scrutinizing qualifications of the sellers and responding to the feedbacks of customers. Likewise, businessman should enhance the self-regulation by providing the same goods and services to online group-purchasing consumers and the common consumers.

3. Countermeasures on promotion the wellbeing of online group-purchasing.

3.1 Cultivating the consumers’ confidence in online group-purchasing

Customers are unconfident about group-purchasing websites, because they are worried about the website security, payment safety and after-sale protection. Consequently, only by enhancing security protection mechanism, legal aid and commercial insurance system can we cultivate and enhance consumers’ confidence in online group-purchasing.

Firstly, diversified protection systems of information security should be provided. Information security involves not only technical issues, but also refers to law, management and so on. To guard against illegal behavior, the efforts of network security protection should be enhanced and daily management of information security should be intensified by means of increasing the severity of illegal behavior punishment, raising the cost of crime and delinquency, and improving the management measures. With the aid of diverse policies, it can protect information security of online group-purchasing so as to strengthen consumers’ confidence and finally lead to the further growth of group-purchasing population.

Secondly, law aid mechanisms for consumers should be supplied. Since consumers’ rights and interests are damaged frequently in group-buying, effective law aid mechanism is essential to protect the interest of the vulnerable group. Once a legal dispute happens between consumers and sellers, consumers need to expense a lot of human and financial resources to deal with it. Because the losses are not too much to every one customer, consumers tend to give up protecting their legal rights, which encourages businesses’ infringement or breach of contract in some extents. Therefore, establishing an effective law aid system can provide ways for consumers to protect themselves, and also strengthen the supervision to merchants and websites, helping the regulation and development of the online group-purchasing.

Thirdly, commercial insurance policy should be introduced. To authentically realize the growth of consumers’ confidence in online shopping, protection of consumer’s practical interest from the prospective of economics should also be considered. If commercial insurance policy can be introduced, the protection of online payment and consumption processes will be strengthened greatly. Deducting a little money from the transaction to buy commercial insurance for consumers when shopping online, consumers will feel more secure and more confident to online group-purchasing.

3.2 Innovating the marketing model of online group-purchasing

Group-purchasing websites develop fleetly; thousands of websites are born in a short period of years in China. Meanwhile, the closure percentage of group-purchasing websites is high. One reason is that marketing patterns and the customer types of most websites are similar; the other reason is that the marketing models of existing websites still focus on venture capital investment pattern.

Through the venture capital investment-driven business model, group-purchasing websites can absorb a lot of venture funds in short period so that they can capture the market rapidly and amplify the market share. With the fierce competition among group-purchasing websites in recent years, this model would not continue in the long run.

Group-purchasing business should segment market, and then analyze themselves’ strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges, to try to find competitive revenue model which can provide profits or interests for merchants, consumers and website. It is also essential to cultivate customers’ loyalty and improve the services quality of consumption.

3.3 Perfecting related laws of online group-purchasing

There are many new legal issues and problems in online group-purchasing. But it’s still not clear that which law will be applicable for these. Currently, the relevant laws and regulations related to online group-purchasing are mainly administrative rules, of which the legal effect is low. Therefore, the related laws need to be improved constantly, especially the civil laws and economic laws. Only by perfecting the related laws, can online group-purchasing get a healthy development.

3.4 Consummating supervision system of online group-purchasing

Supervision is an important way to achieve the healthy
development of online group-purchasing. Only by strengthening the supervising and management system on group-purchasing websites, merchants and consumers, can group-purchasing websites achieve development orderly when facing the complex market.

Firstly, the supervision of group-purchasing websites and platforms should be strengthened. Group-purchasing website is the main platform for businesses to advertisement and for customers to evaluation. Other potential consumers make a decision whether to purchase or not always based on these information. Some merchants make false advertisement, and some merchants even disguise as consumers so as to make bad evaluation to other merchants. These two behaviors will both affect customers’ choices. Therefore, group-purchasing websites have the obligation and responsibility to supervise the information merchants or customers delivered.

Secondly, the supervision by industry should be strengthened. With the development of online group-purchasing, there have been some self-regulatory organizations by industry. But these organizations neither cover all the websites, nor have legal enforceability. So self-regulation and supervision by industry of online group-purchasing should take more effective supervision means. For example, the industry association can certificate those group-purchasing with high credit a higher rank, and those complained constantly by consumers with a lower rank, which makes it more convenient for consumers to identify group-purchasing service levels.

Thirdly, the administrative supervision also should be strengthened. The administration for commerce and industry is the mainly administrative and supervising department on group-purchasing websites and businesses, but the particularity of websites make it difficult to manage and examine. It’s necessary to make more efforts on administrative regulation. It also requires the department to raise the level of management and recruit more people who have internet and e-commerce knowledge to manage and regulate.

3.5 Improving the technical support on security of online group-purchasing

Security technology is the foundation of online group-purchasing. Whether group-purchasing websites are safe or not, not only have an effect on consumers’ money and privacy, but also on the positive image and market of the website. Only by strengthening the management of security technology on group-purchasing websites, adopting new information security technology, enhancing technical support of the online group-purchasing security and reducing the incidence of hacker attacks, can websites provide a safe shopping environment. With regard to payment security, new payment method should be implemented to meet the demands of both security and efficiency.

By a variety of ways such as law, management and technology, we can make the group-purchasing more reliable and make more would-be customers to choose online group-purchasing and maximize the interests of all parties.
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